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About This Game

The Horologist's Legacy is a deep dive into the absurd to find your mysterious past in this indie first-person psychological
horror experience that rips the floor out from under you and takes your mind places you've never brought it before.

What can you expect?

Strongly narrative driven gameplay

Simple yet intriguing puzzles

Dangerous encounters with creatures from another universe

A variety of pacing, from contemplative to high-tension

Surprises and horror

Dark, absurd, and often beautiful environments and atmosphere

Fully voice acted cast
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Creepy, moody, and vibrant music and audio design

Pay close attention.

Your memory seems to have become a cold and darkened blur;
you never know the vital things you might be walking past.

We at Cole and Jordan Studios have been developing The Horologist's Legacy
for years in an attempt to create the most intriguing possible experience;
prototypes existed as early as 2012 when we were only in the 8th Grade.

Now at 20 years old, we are prepared to release our game into the world.
Nearly all levels have years of testing and design, and have been completely

scrapped and rebuilt from the ground up at least once.

It's a similar story for the plot, (no pun intended) which has been scrapped,
rewritten, and honed to provide an extremely mysterious and

other-worldly undertone to the entire experience.
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Title: The Horologist's Legacy
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Cole and Jordan Studios
Publisher:
Cole and Jordan Studios
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 Service Pack 1+

Processor: Intel Core i3+

Memory: 4 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Additional Notes: Keyboard with English layout

English
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the horologists legacy. the horologists legacy gameplay. the horologist's legacy walkthrough

I have played 3 hours so far. I have jumped a few times. I am recording this if anyone wants to see it before the buy it. The story
is sad and heartbroken. The sounds are great. This is a horror game without all the running away and hiding from demons, I give
it a 9/10 A must play for anyone who likes PT, Visage, layers of fear, or the park!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WJjgdrjqKks. Buy this Game - 49c

Corrective Surgery on my carpal tunnel syndrome - $4000

In all seriousness, this kind of game would be free to play on android or apple. And my current play time reflects how long it
actaully took to finish this game. This game is too simple,very short, repetitive and painfully shallow.

Id avoid this one (unless you can get it for 1c). Everything has been said already. Buy it.. This is my personal opinion and should
not discourage anyone from buying this game if they so desire.

I've always wanted a cooking game. But not just any cooking game, a restaurant/cooking game where you manage it like a
tycoon game. I have played a fair amount of "Game Dev Tycoon" and I must say I loved the experience, but I wanted more. Not
just from gaming, but everything from Movies and Cinema to of course, Restaurant management. Something to make your
mount water with Joy and encourage you to eat when you feel the least tempted too. I am positive that this game can deliver that
experience.

Now, will this game actually deliver this? Sure! I am positive it will. But not yet. This is an Early Access title after all. This
game is really iffy however, with not just gameplay but performance and immersion. The food creating proceedure is so simple,
hardly any animations and process to get you exited. The chefs just stand lifeless until and order has arrived, and after that they
begin chopping a carrot like twice. And that's all you get. This game is really barren right now, very rough and hard to get into a
food frenzy. But we've gotten almost 3 patches on day one, so the devs are working like pitiful gobbos. Which is a big plus.

Also your GPU will suffer for some reason. It loads your GPU highly and you shouldn't be surprised if you reach 70 degrees on
your GPU at all times even on the worst graphics (GPU: MSI GeForce GTX 1080 GAMING X 8GB Twin Frozr VI fans). This
is some serious, needless GPU torture (image https://i.imgur.com/v0lNfvB.png ). Already posted these issues on the forums.

But I happy support this, because we really need more games like this that are actually good. It's a barren genre and with great
motivation and experience, this could be the best cooking/restaurant management game out there. I seriously hope for the devs
and this game that it gets what it deserves. But as of right now, it's rough and tough to like. But with time and respect to the
developers, I believe this can be great!

So what do you guys think? Buy now or wait... a long time?. this is a 1\/5 pack. it looks nice but its just a waste of money and
time. dispite how the pictures make the blend look smooth because of the way this software is made this is just a copy and paste
of premade buildings that dont go well. dispite the fact that the general review says mixed most of the reviews are pretty
terrible.. Pretty nice music what i can listen all day. But problem is that skin in match dont really looks awasome as i was
thinking. This will be perfect skin if they will add soem thing to skin. Some cool options and it's only a buck. Since BRINK is
free now, I just went ahead and got all the DLC they offered. Some great options IMHO for customization and weapons. Just
adds to the fun of this game!. It really pains me to say this, but the game is a hot mess. It should be a gorgeous, amazing place to
visit... but it's just so buggy. If you are using Oculus hardware, so much as pressing a button on your Touch controllers will crash
the game instantly with a generic "Fatal Error". If you give up and just use a standard gamepad you can actually get IN to the
game, but right away you'll experience painful, eye-twisting visual artifacts... where a reflection being rendered on one eye isn't
being rendered on another. Also, this is very much a "walking simulator" style of game with adventure elements... it's ideal for
something like the Omni treadmill, but I cannot for the life of me get the game to accept any input other than a standard XBox
controller.

I wanted to love this, but it's not playable. It's a buggy, crash-ridden mess. Such a bummer.. Youtube music, flash game
environment,pure laziness.Also oyu payed for this ! Developer *cough* lazy idiot, get your game better!
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I had imagined a witty, tricky and intelligent room escape game with arcahic but cute visuals. And 99c, albeit a paltry sum, is
still a sum, and for that amount, I really thought that I'd get a game which would give me at least a couple of hours of fun, and
puzzles which 'made sense' but at the same time challenging. Instead I got something which would receive a C- as a high school
computer project. This isn't even awful, it's criminal and shouldn't be on steam, and should be free if it stays on Steam. The
puzzles are not even puzzles. Its a case of enter a room and click everything until something happens. It's agregious. In fact dont
take my word for it watch the abomination, in it's entirety, in this 6min video I made. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=i1v6jmEpcKk&feature=youtu.be. nothing changes, how do i activate the premium?
edit: nvm, it goes to my least progressed account.. 9/10. Best visual novel I've found so far, and one of the only ones that is not
anime-style. The artwork and storyline are great. The only downside is that it could be longer - it only takes a few hours to play
through. However, there is some replayability because of the many choices that you have.. A simple, cute adventure for the
casual gamers.
Move ball around the level and collecting all totems.
The controls are simple. Move the ball with key: W\/S\/A\/D. SPACE to jump.

ZRoll is a nice game with gorgeous graphics, soothing sounds and casual gameplay. After a long day, ZRoll can help reduce your
stress and let you relax.
Sit, relax, and play.... Color Jumper blends the puzzle and platformer genres in a perfect way. You can\u2019t simply button
mash your way through a level, and you also can\u2019t just plot out everything without the having the dexterity to pull it off.
You have to be good at both of those aspects to succeed.

In the beginning the controls can be a bit frustrating, but you get over that pretty quickly. At first I didn\u2019t like that the
jump and rotation are the same button, but it quickly becomes clear that the entire game was designed with that mechanic in
mind. If those actions were placed on separate buttons, many of the puzzles would lose their challenge entirely. The player really
has to think about how to order their jumps to get past certain points in the level.

The one boss level I\u2019ve played so far was very well designed. Although I died repeatedly, I continually learned the aspects
and timings of the fight, so I did a little better each attempt. Beating the boss, or any level of the game for that matter, gives you
a super gratifying feeling that you\u2019ve really overcome something.

The visuals are simplistic, yet engaging. There\u2019s not a ton of flash, but that\u2019s a good thing. I wouldn\u2019t want a
bunch of over-the-top visuals getting in my way when I\u2019m trying to see the puzzles. The music and sound effects match
the game very well.

The content is definitely worth the $8 price tag, even for someone who is absolutely terrible at platformers like me. If
you\u2019re a hardcore platformer junkie, I\u2019d say Color Jumper is a steal. After you've beaten the 100+ there are
additional time and rotation challenges to dive into. Ghost mode is great, too.

My only real complaint about the game is the lack of tooltips for explaining menu items. I\u2019m still not sure what changing
the rotation setting does, and I\u2019m not super clear on how the time and rotation challenges for each level work.

All-in-all Color Jumper is a fun, engaging, and at times enraging platformer that sucked me in even though I am traditionally
very VERY bad at the genre. I would certainly recommend it, and I\u2019d consider it a must-have for any speedrunners.

Version 1.2 Update!:
We've added a new Level Selector and a few small fixes!

 New Level Selector on the Main Menu for replaying levels and starting over, and keeps track of unlocked level
progress

 August's thumbs were kinda bent funny so I fixed those

 Added some hills in the distance in the Mansion level
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 Made the Mansion secret room dome gold

 Maybe a few other little fixes here and there

Hope you like the new level selector! Have fun everyone!. Version 1.1 is out!:
What's new?

 Made some of the late-game levels a more reasonable difficulty; some of them were way too hard before.

 Did some little tweaks to improve first-time gameplay experience, from tilting a key to make it slightly more obvious to
giving an on-screen hint for one of the monsters.

 Some aesthetic changes such as brightening up August when she's outside and adding ambiance/music in a level that
didn't have much.

 Added in a few missing subtitles

 Removed some glitches.

I hope this patch will help new and returning players alike enjoy the game more!
Have fun!
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